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The heroes, villains, mentors, quest-givers, and nemeses of the Pathfinder Society are ready to take

over your gaming table in this exciting collection of more than 200 pawns for use with the Pathfinder

Roleplaying Game or any tabletop fantasy RPG! Printed on sturdy cardstock, each pawn contains a

beautiful full-color image of one of the most famous characters from the Pathfinder Society

organized play program and the Pathfinder Adventure Card Game, and slots into a size-appropriate

plastic base, making it easy to mix with traditional metal or plastic miniatures. The Pathfinder

Society Pawn Collection is the best way to ensure you've got the perfect player characters, allies,

and villains to make your game more thrilling than ever! Ã¢â‚¬Å“Price Includes VATÃ¢â‚¬Â•
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Lots of fun new minis to throw at the players.

Another Great Pawn Set!

Despite the extreme frustration of having to buy this without knowing what was in this set, I am very

happy to have made this purchase. I knew it was a gamble when I bought it, but I received exactly

what I was hoping for. There are primarily a lot of unique looking npcs in this box. There are a

variety of heros, villains, and unique looking monsters that could serve as npcs. I'm sure that the

company who makes these would make a lot more sales if they would just show pictures of some of

the content, it's hard to want to pay this much as a risk of not knowing what will be inside the box.



It has lots of characters and creatures to choose from so whether your DMing or being a player

you'll be able to find something for you. Only thing I don't like is that on a couple of the pieces the

weapons go off of the tile so instead of holding a spear it looks like they are just holding a stick.
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